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Abstract
The advantages and positive effects of multiple coordinated views on search performance have been
documented in several studies. This paper describes the implementation of multiple coordinated views
within the Media Watch on Climate Change, a domain-specific news aggregation portal available at
www.ecoresearch.net/climate that combines a portfolio of semantic services with a visual information
exploration and retrieval interface. The system builds contextualized information spaces by enriching the
content repository with geospatial, semantic and temporal annotations, and by applying semi-automated
ontology learning to create a controlled vocabulary for structuring the stored information. Portlets visualize the different dimensions of the contextualized information spaces, providing the user with multiple
views on the latest news media coverage. Context information facilitates access to complex datasets and
helps users navigate large repositories of Web documents. Currently, the system synchronizes information landscapes, domain ontologies, geographic maps, tag clouds and just-in-time information retrieval
agents that suggest similar topics and nearby locations.

1 Introduction
This paper investigates automated methods to build large Web content repositories and visual means for
searching and exploring these repositories. Semantic annotations are a fundamental part of this process,
which is reflected in the major research questions underlying this paper: What are the most effective and
scalable methods to identify significant phrases in general and geospatial references in particular? How
can the system assess the phrases’ relative importance in a given body of text? Is it possible to generate
controlled vocabularies based on semantic associations identified within large document collections? How
can we integrate and visualize semantic, geospatial and temporal annotations to facilitate Web search?
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The Media Watch on Climate Change (www.ecoresearch.net/climate) addresses these questions by integrating semantic Web and natural language processing technologies with a tightly coupled visual interface
to convey context information. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the current prototype, which aims to increase
awareness and availability of environmental information by providing a comprehensive and continuously
updated account of media coverage on climate change and related issues. The system aggregates, filters and
visualizes environmental Web content from 150 Anglo-American news media sites.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Media Watch on Climate Change (www.ecoresearch.net/climate)
The example query for ’wind energy’ produces a list of relevant sentences including their sentiment
and date of publication. On the right side of the screen, users can choose from several visualizations
including information landscapes, geographic maps, domain ontologies and tag clouds (See Section 4.1:
User Interface Design).
The prototype’s visual user interface paves the way for more efficient ways of searching and browsing,
while Web services and machine-readable semantic interfaces make the contextualized information space
available for third-party applications - e.g., plug-ins for Web browsers that process microformats.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review and highlights
related research projects. Section 3 summarizes the methods employed and is structured according to the
context dimension that each method is targeting (geospatial, semantic and temporal). Section 4 focuses on
human consumption of the content repository by describing the prototype’s interface design and specific
implementation details. Section 5 focuses on machine consumption by outlining methods to provide data
for third-party applications via a standardized Web Service interface. The paper concludes with a summary
and outlook on possible future research avenues in Section 6.
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2 Related Research
Improving information retrieval performance metrics like precision and recall does not necessarily translate
into increased user satisfaction and better user performance for specific search tasks [2, 26]. Multiple
coordinated views address this problem by structuring the search domain along several dimensions [22].
Users can navigate along these dimensions and access continuously updated context information.
The user interface of the Media Watch on Climate Change represents each dimension by at least one
view (= portlet) in the user interface. User actions in any of the provided portlets trigger an immediate
update of the context information provided by all other portlets. This is the essence of multiple coordinated
views, which are also referred to as linked or tightly coupled views in the literature. The positive effects
of multiple coordinated views on user performance have been documented in several studies [7, 17, 23].
They reduce search time, allow the detection of patterns, and aid users in choosing the next node to visit
[6, 16]. Users of multiple coordinated views have been found to be more efficient in retrieving information
and incorporating more information into their daily workflows compared to traditional search engines [19].
Coordinated multiple views provide effective navigation mechanisms for different data types. Baldonado and Kuchinsky [4] list guidelines for using multiple views and emphasize their potential to reveal
correlations and disparities. Data displayed in multiple views also needs to be consistent; selecting objects
in one view, for example, should automatically highlight the same objects in related views. Furthermore,
the relations between different views need to be made apparent to the user, which can be accomplished by
quickly propagating changes between the views.
Marchionini [15] describes the concept of exploratory search, combining querying and browsing datasets
and using work in human-computer interaction and information retrieval to support users in their search
tasks. Snap Together [18] is an early example in which users dynamically combine and bind different visualizations on-the-fly to customize their interface. Oculus GeoTime [12] integrates geospatial information
and the temporal developments into a single 3D view. Brodbeck and Girardin [5] employ multiple coordinated views for analyzing geo-referenced, high-dimensional data sets. The Media Watch on Climate
Change also falls into the group of geospatial-topical systems by providing both geospatial and semantic
views for browsing large document sets within a single, coordinated interface.

3 Method
The Media Watch on Climate Change integrates technologies from natural language processing, information retrieval and ontology learning. It provides information retrieval agents and interactive visualizations
that facilitate queries along multiple dimensions of context. The portal uses a contextualized information
space as the primary knowledge base. To build this information space, the project drew upon the directories Newslink.org, Kidon.com, and ABYZNewsLinks.com to compile a list of the most influential news
media sites - 42 from the United States and 72 from four other English-speaking countries: Canada, United
Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand. A Web crawler regularly mirrors these Web sites by following their
hierarchical structure until reaching 50 megabytes of textual data. This limit helps compare sites of heterogeneous size and reduces the dilution of top-level information by articles found in lower hierarchical levels.
A content filter then selects about 10,000 documents relevant to climate change and related issues from a
total of about 300,000 documents that are being mirrored in weekly intervals.
If authors do not provide contextual attributes, annotation services attempt to tag and classify new objects. If contextual attributes are provided, the annotation services validate the manual entries, add missing
information, and suggest changes if conflicting information is found. The annotation services of the current prototype provide metadata along three dimensions: (i) geospatial - distinguishing between source and
target geography; (ii) semantic - computing significant phrases, keywords and assigning the most relevant
concepts from a controlled vocabulary; and (iii) temporal - adding timestamps for the reported event, the
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initial publication and subsequent revisions. Each element of the contextualized information space can be
organized, indexed, searched and navigated along these dimensions.
The need for controlled vocabularies and shared meaning suggests that ontologies understood as shared
conceptualizations within a specific domain [10] are going to play a key role in managing context information. Geo-ontologies encode geographical terms and relations such as containment, overlap and adjacency.
Domain ontologies are used to organize topics and navigate through knowledge repositories. Spatially
aware search engines use ontological knowledge for query term expansion and disambiguation, relevance
ranking and Web resource annotation [1].
The presented approach is not supposed to generate a universally accepted domain ontology, but it
should accurately represent knowledge contained within a specific corpus. Changes in sample composition
or trends in news media coverage inevitably affect the generated ontology. This represents a promising
research avenue for conducting comparative studies and investigating ontology evolution.

3.1

Geospatial Annotation

When analyzing geospatial context, it is important to distinguish between the source geography, which
specifies the location of the publisher, and the target geography, which indicates the specific locations
discussed in the Web document. The Media Watch on Climate Change uses the official headquarters of news
media outlets as the source geography. Determining the target geography requires parsing and analyzing the
Web document for geospatial references - a process that is usually referred to as geotagging. A promotional
article describing the idyllic panoramic view from the “Marterle” (Austrian pilgrimage church at 1861
meters above sea level), for example, would be tagged with a geographic focus of Carinthia, Austria.
The geotagging component identifies geo-locations based on a geographic database (gazetteer) containing all relevant terms referring to a particular location. A focusing algorithm selects the most suitable
locations for documents containing multiple possible geographic focuses. Based on the information found
in the geo-database, a tree is built that aligns locations hierarchically (for example, Austria is a child of Europe, Vienna a child of Austria, etc.). The number of occurrences is only one indicator for the significance
of the location. In the case of ambiguities (two or more locations referenced the same number of times),
the location tree is used to derive the most suitable candidate. Factors like the location’s population also
determine the outcome of the ranking process [3]. Depending on the specific application, the tagger can
either return just the most relevant result including its probability, or a list of all possible matches.
Free public gazetteers like GeoNames.org provide detailed information about geographic entities, including their names in different languages, their geographic position (latitude and longitude), administrative
divisions, populations and the location’s timezone in an easily parseable format. Refining these data yields
the language- and region-specific database used in the geotagger. The gazetteer’s scope, coverage, granularity, balance and richness of annotation influence the outcome of the annotation process [13]. To keep
the geotagger independent of the application and the language under consideration, we have implemented
a generic mechanism for selecting a subset of gazetteer entries covering different regions and languages. A
combination of ISO 639-1 language and ISO 3166 country codes is used to select the gazetteer suitable for
the geotagging task (e.g., “de AT” and “en AT” for Austrian locations in German and English documents,
respectively).

3.2

Semantic Annotation

The following section outlines the process of semantically annotating the content repository. Statistical
methods identify significant phrases and keywords in the corpus. Automated ontology learning helps to
structure semantic annotations and to create a domain-specific graph for navigating the Web content repository.
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Identifying Significant Phrases
The most significant phrases for a corpus are calculated using the log-likelihood ratio as described by Dunning [8]. This algorithm ranks bi- and trigrams according to the ratio between two probabilities: obtaining
the observed word counts under the assumption that the terms in the n-gram are dependent on each other
and under the assumption of being independent of each other.
For bigrams, the number of observed occurrences nij and the number of expected occurrences mij under the hypothesis of independent terms are calculated, and the log likelihood ratio is determined according
to the following equation:
X
nij
).
(1)
G2 = 2
nij log(
m
ij
i,j
When this method is generalized and applied to trigrams, four different models of independence between
the three terms have to be taken into account. The final likelihood value is the lowest of the four calculated
values. The resulting list of ranked phrases is stored together with statistical information such as term
frequencies, which are used to calculate keywords as described in the following section.
Calculating Keywords
The keywords for the current week are calculated using a chi-square test with Yates’ correction for continuity [27], which compares the text published in the current week (= target corpus) to a reference corpus consisting of data from multiple previous weeks. The method eliminates common words such as prepositions,
articles and pronouns, since they occur with equal relative frequency in both the target and the reference
corpus. The expected frequency Ei is compared to the observed frequency Oi . The chi-square test with
Yates’ correction yields the significance of the deviation between the expected and observed frequencies.
χ2Y ates

=

N
X
(|Oi − Ei | − 0.5)2

Ei

i=1

(2)

The calculation is typically applied to unigrams. Significant phrase detection (see previous section)
yields frequency and likelihood values for multi-word terms. This allows extending the calculation to
bi- and trigrams, which provides more descriptive keywords such as “Kyoto Protocol” and “Earth Day
Network”.
Generating Controlled Vocabularies
Due to the sheer volume of data, using ontologies to structure large information spaces is difficult without an ontology extension system that suggests concepts and relations automatically. Figure 2 presents a
conceptual view of the ontology extension architecture underlying the Media Watch on Climate Change.
A small set of terms obtained from domain experts or third-party sources is selected as seed ontology.
An analyzer distributes the seed terms to evidence source plug-ins that suggest promising new concepts
based on the document repository. Currently, the system acquires data from three evidence sources:
1. Co-occurrence analysis [20] at both the sentence level and the document level uses a threshold based
on the co-occurrence significance to select 20 terms on each level.
2. Trigger Phrases [11] match a fragment of text that indicates a particular relation between terms (e.g.
parent-child relation).
3. The WordNet lexical dictionary [9] is queried after disambiguating the seed ontology concepts using
a vector space model.
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Figure 2: Ontology extension system architecture
The generated terms are then connected to a seed ontology via directed weighted links. Once the network is
established, a spreading activation algorithm identifies the most relevant terms and suggests their incorporation into the seed ontology as described in Liu et. al [14]. Then the following heuristic is used to determine
their relation to the concepts in the seed ontology: (i) WordNet, head noun analysis and additional rounds of
spreading activation determine the new concepts’ position within the ontology; (ii) Subsumption analysis
together with WordNet and head noun analysis identify the relation type. To extract additional concepts
for the ontology, another iteration of spreading activation is triggered. The center diagram of Figure 4
exemplifies such an automatically generated ontology. The lighter shading of the seed ontology concepts
differentiates them from concepts added in several iterations of automated ontology learning.

3.3

Temporal Annotation

Snapshot analyses of Web content repositories fail to capture temporal effects, which require a more advanced and fine-grained approach. Ideally, Web crawlers only retrieve documents after registering a change
in their content. The Media Watch on Climate Change mirrors well-defined samples of Web sites and Really
Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds. The spider mirrors Web pages incrementally in daily, weekly and monthly
intervals, using the “last-modified” header as specified in RFC 2616 to only retrieve documents whose date
has changed since the previous visit. Continuously monitoring the RSS feeds defined in the sample list
yields nearly instant representations of highly volatile content. To capture the temporal dimension of the
contextualized information space, the spider stores the document’s last modification date, the first time it
was retrieved, and whether and when the document was removed from the server.
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4 Prototype
One of the main research goals behind developing the Media Watch on Climate Change was the creation
of a slim and high-performance framework for visualizing different views on contextualized content repositories. The emphasis on scalability lead to choosing the map paradigm for all visualizations. A Web Map
Server (WMS) serves the image data and provides a common infrastructure for two-dimensional geographic
maps, semantic maps, domain ontologies, and tag clouds. The UMN MapServer (mapserver.gis.umn.edu)
provides the server-side functions. TileCache (www.tilecache.org) adds a caching framework to increase
query performance and reduce server load. On the client, OpenLayers (www.openlayers.org) was chosen
as a highly extensible library for displaying the maps.

4.1

User Interface Design

In the introductory section, Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the current prototype. On the left, the Active
Document is displayed, including metadata such as its mirror date and source/target geography. Below,
just-in-time information retrieval agents list documents referring to similar topics and nearby locations.
Clicking on the related references extends the quoted text and clicking on the circular marker on the left
activates that particular document.
The semantic and geographic maps facilitate access to the underlying knowledge base. The information
landscape in the upper right window shows the semantic associations between documents. Peaks indicate
clusters of documents about a popular topic, whereas valleys represent sparsely populated parts of the
information space. Additional views such as a visual representation of an automatically generated domain
ontology (see previous section) can be added to the display using toggle buttons above the map section.
A geographic map shows the locations referred to in the listed documents. The tag cloud summarizes the
repository’s most prevalent topics, indicating the relative importance of a term by its font size. Clicking on
the maximize buttons increases the size of the maps. The ’3D’ button of the semantic map opens a threedimensional Knowledge Planet using the NASA World Wind Java SDK (worldwind.arc.nasa.gov/java). The
’KML’ button of the geographic map points towards a KML (Keyhole Markup Language) file that instructs
geo-browsers such as NASA World Wind (worldwind.arc.nasa.gov) and Google Earth (earth.google.com)
to display the 100 most relevant news items on a three-dimensional virtual globe.
Once the user enters a search query, an additional window displays quotes including the target term as
’concordances’ (centering the target term and showing its immediate context in the various documents).
Besides entering query terms, users can click on any position on the maps (not only on the document
markers) to retrieve articles related to that particular location, topic or domain concept. The different views
are therefore said to be ’tightly coupled’: User actions in one window trigger an immediate update of all
other displays. The continuous and synchronized display of several views on the contextualized information
space allows rapid and reversible interaction.

4.2

View Synchronization

Figure 3 shows the system architecture for synchronizing multiple coordinated views. Using a simple
observer pattern, each view registers itself to be notified of updates to the main view. Interaction in any
coordinated view notifies the main view, which in turn notifies and triggers updates in all related views.
Any view can trigger an update as a reaction to a user request, such as the selection of a related document in
the similar topics list (dashed arrow). The main view is updated to show the selected document and retrieves
new data from the Web server (dotted arrows). Updating the main document triggers updates for all related
views (solid arrows), which fetch and display new data from the Web server. Data fetching is done using
asynchronous background HTTP requests, avoiding full page reloads and giving the user instant updates
and feedback.
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Figure 3: System architecture for synchronizing multiple coordinated views

4.3

Geospatial View

Users can select documents by clicking on a specific location on the geographic map and choose between
different base layers including NASA Blue Marble Next Generation and Google Maps Terrain. A separate
layer with document markers shows the target geography for the five documents most similar to the currently
selected document. Additionally, the aggregated results of full text searches are displayed using colored
circles, giving the user instant feedback about the location of all matching documents. The radius of a
circle corresponds to the number of references to a particular location.

4.4

Semantic Views

Figure 4 compares three navigational aids based on semantic annotations: (i) a semantic map that positions
documents according to their similarity on an artificial topography; (ii) a domain ontology that summarizes
the domain’s most important concepts and their relations; and (iii) a tag cloud that contains keywords
extracted from the contextualized information space.
Semantic Map. The artificial landscape is created by pre-clustering all documents in the corpus and
using a force-directed placement algorithm where similar documents attract each other over several iterations [21]. By assigning colors to different heights, the system renders a topography that resembles a set of
islands surrounded by an ocean. The peaks of the virtual landscape indicate abundant coverage on a particular topic, whereas valleys represent sparsely populated parts of the information space. For each peak, the
most relevant keywords of documents in the vicinity are calculated and displayed as a caption. Users can
select documents by clicking on an area of interest in the information landscape.
Ontology View. Ontologies retrieved from the extension process are serialized in OWL (Ontology Web
Language) and then fed into the visualization framework, which uses graphviz (www.graphviz.org) to determine the positions of individual nodes. The component includes hypernym and hyponym relations using
arrows pointing to the more general concepts. It also represents all other relation types with a dashed line
and a number indicating the relative strength of the association between the connected concepts based on
8

Figure 4: Visualizing semantic associations between concepts and documents via information landscapes,
ontology graphs and tag clouds
the link assignment’s spreading activation level. High values suggest a strong relation between the concepts,
a value of 8 being the maximum due to the specific setup of the spreading activation network. The final
visualization is then exported to the Web Map Server. Figure 4 shows a part of the domain ontology after
applying the iterative extension process to approximately 80,000 documents mirrored from 50 news media
sites in July 2007.
Tag Cloud. This view arranges significant terms alphabetically and positions them using a graph layout
algorithm. The size and color of the terms reflect their specific importance within the corpus (i.e., their
relative frequency). The component displays more frequent terms in black and less frequent terms in shades
of gray using a smaller font. Users can select a topic of interest by clicking on a term, which triggers a full
text search and displays a list of matching concordances.

4.5

Temporal View

The temporal view summarizes major trends in current news media coverage. Each week, a set of keywords for the target corpus (= this week’s documents) is calculated in relation to a static reference corpus.
Attention (= relative frequency) and sentiment values for the five most popular keywords are calculated
retroactively for the previous ten weeks.
Two buttons above the window allow the user to toggle between the relative frequency of the keywords
over time and the news media sentiment towards these terms. Clicking on one of the keywords in the legend
triggers a full text search. Figure 5, for example, reflects the economic and geopolitical events of August
2008 (rising oil prices and the call for new drilling sites; crisis in Georgia and news media coverage on the
Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili).
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Figure 5: Relative frequency and sentiment of the five most popular keywords

5 Interoperability
Three types of machine-readable interfaces ensure the interoperability of the Media Watch on Climate
Change: (i) Web Services offer access to important core components; (ii) RSS feeds deliver up-to-date
information covering specific topics and locations; (iii) microformats enable a tighter integration with Web
and desktop applications.
Web services that implement geotagging, significant phrase detection and keyword analysis as Tomcat
Servlets (tomcat.apache.org) facilitate integration into third-party applications and allow combining multiple annotation service installations into service clusters for reasons of throughput and availability.
RSS feeds provide annotated document feeds of relevant topics and keywords. While the first feed
delivers documents containing the search tag(s) in the specified sample, the other two feeds cover similar
topics and nearby locations in relation to the active document. The feeds are available at the following
addresses:
www.ecoresearch.net/climate/rss/tag/{sample}/{tag}
www.ecoresearch.net/climate/rss/topic/{sample}/{doc-id}
www.ecoresearch.net/climate/rss/location/{sample}/{doc-id}

Microformats such as hCard, hCalendar, and the XHTML Friends Network (XFN) provide straightforward techniques to embed semantically rich information into existing Web pages. Their markup is not
as advanced and powerful as the Resource Description Framework (RDF), but aggregator services like
Technorati (technorati.com) have demonstrated the usefulness of these tagging formats [24].
The Media Watch on Climate Change utilizes ’Geo’ microformats to describe the target geography of the
documents. ’Rel-tag’ markup extends existing hyperlinks, marking the destination as a system-designated
tag. Documents from the just-in-time information retrieval agents are annotated using the ’hReview’ microformat, marking them as reviews including relevance ratings and review dates. Browser add-ons such
as Operator (addons.mozilla.org/addon/4106) and Tails Export (addons.mozilla.org/addon/2240) provide a
user-friendly interface for importing such entries into existing applications. Geo-metadata from the Media Watch on Climate Change can be presented as a link to mapping applications such as Yahoo! Maps
(maps.yahoo.com) and Google Maps (maps.google.com), while ’rel-tag’ markup refers users to community
sites such as Delicious (www.delicious.com) and flickr (www.flickr.com).
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6 Outlook and Conclusion
Automatically annotating content from heterogeneous sources creates knowledge repositories spanning
multiple dimensions such as space, time and semantics. Advanced search methods should incorporate these
dimensions and make them intuitively accessible. Multiple coordinated views are an effective means to address this challenge and complement relevance-ranked lists of documents, which still remain the dominant
format to present the results of Web searches.
The Media Watch on Climate Change provides a prototype implementation of such an interface that
visualizes contextualized information spaces through geographic maps, domain ontologies, information
landscapes and tag clouds. Integrating these visualizations within a common framework supports information retrieval tasks. This paper describes the underlying methods and demonstrates that geospatial interface
technology can serve as a generic image rendering engine to project various types of imagery. Future versions of the portal will provide 3D rendering of all supported visualizations through a common Java-based
architecture.
Web-based user interfaces such as the Media Watch on Climate Change pave the way for a richer
user experience and more active user participation, which can play an important role in improving semantic
services [25]. Integrating social evidence sources will improve the quality of annotations and thereby lead to
better search results. Follow-up research and user studies will investigate search performance by measuring
average search times spent on pre-defined search tasks, investigate the portal’s utility for searching and
browsing as the two most common modes of interaction, and compare the usability of two-dimensional
(e.g., information landscape) and three-dimensional (e.g., knowledge planet) visualizations.
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